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INTRODUCTION
Depending on the sensor batch for the CX-2040-GigE cameras and the CX-CS1600/2040-GigE sensors the quality of the CMOS sensor can vary slightly. The sensor
specific parameters are factory wise always the same independent of the sensors.
For most of the sensors the chosen parameters work fine relating to have a
homogenous sensor image without any lines or artefacts. But there is the possibility to
improve the quality by changing some of the sensor registers.
Follow the steps inside this application note to get an image quality improvement for
the CX-2040-GigE cameras and the CX-CS-1600/2040-GigE sensors.
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FPN CORRECTION (FIX PATTERN NOISE)
This section describes how to arrange the right set up to check the sensor for vertical
lines of a Fix Pattern Noise. Note that there are different types of vertical lines and not
all can changed with this method.
Follow the next steps to prepare the camera.
1. Obscure the CMOS sensor either with the camera cover or something equal so
that no light can reach the sensor.
2. Run the camera in 2D Image Mode (IMG). There are no relevant differences
between Mono8 and Mono16 for this test.
3. For CX-2040-GigE cameras load the factory setting. For CX-CS sensors use the
2D Image Wizard to set up the camera right.
4. Start the continuous image acquisition.

Black Vertical Lines
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White Vertical Lines

The sensor can have vertical lines like the above ones. They can be black or white with
differences in the characteristic and quantity.
The Fix Pattern Noise (FPN) is often noticeable during longer exposure time where
particular pixels are brighter (hot pixel) or darker (cold pixel) then the general
background noise.
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Improve of the Sensor Quality
Run the camera in continuous acquisition and go to the Advanced Sensor Settings.
XML view at least Expert.
Root -> Camera Control -> Sensor Control -> Advanced Sensor Settings.

Factory wise the Vramp1 and Vramp2 have the value 109. The valid range for these
values are 102-115. Important is that Vramp1 and Vramp2 have always the same value.
Change in 1 steps while acquisition both values and have a look, if the vertical lines get
less. When the sensor have white vertical lines then you should increase the Vramp,
when there are black vertical lines then decrease Vramp.
The second parameter which is allowed to change is the ADC Gain. The valid range is
0-63. Often only a few steps plus or minus are sufficient.
Change the parameters until you get the best result for your sensor!
Example:
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As every sensor have a different behavior it need some testing to find the best result
for the particular sensor.
Save your new setting either as a .cxc file on your computer or save it as an User Set.
Change the Default User Set if you want that the camera always start with your
corrected parameters.
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INCREASE OF THE DYNAMIC RANGE
In some applications the camera run at its maximum possible speed and therefore the
integration time is set to its maximum possible value without lower the speed. Also the
laser is set to 100% power and the disparity between the laser and the background is
still quite small.
The image below is an example of a laser line with the default camera setting but where
already the FPN correction was made. The range between background noise and laser
line in Mono16 is ~90 digital numbers (DN).

Sometimes that difference is much lower. In that case there is another parameter which
increase the general response of the whole sensor by changing the PGA Gain (Visibility
Beginner. Root -> Camera Control -> Sensor Control -> Advanced Sensor Settings).
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Increase the PGA Gain to get a higher difference between the laser line and the
background noise. In the below example the PGA Gain is changed to the max. value of
3.2 and now the range is ~300 DN which makes the detection of the laser line much
easier for the algorithms.

Keep in mind that the complete sensor is corrected and hence the general background
noise is increased too. This can lead to a new adjustment of the AOI Threshold to
separate background and laser Line
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DARK LEVEL OFFSET
In applications with several cameras the images should be as equal as possible. One
parameter which can help to equalize the sensors is the Dark Level Offset. Set the
Dark Level to an equal range.
Follow the next steps to prepare the camera.
1. Obscure the CMOS sensor either with the camera cover or something equal so
that no light can reach the sensor.
2. Run the camera in 2D Image Mode (IMG). There are no relevant differences
between Mono8 and Mono16 for this test.
3. For CX-2040-GigE cameras load the factory setting. For CX-CS sensors use the
2D Image Wizard to set up the camera right.
4. Start the continuous image acquisition.
5. Plot a new 2D LinePlot into the image and/or the Statistics-View.
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By factory the Dark Level Offset is set to 16323. Increase or decrease the Offset to
change the general dark level.
Be careful that no pixels are clipped to zero when the Dark Level Offset is decreased!
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1.0
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First release
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Changed Application Note Name to
Sensor_Image_Improvment_CX_CS_1600_2040
Changed former Starting Point to FPN Correction (Fix Pattern Noise)
Add Increase of the Dynamic Range
Add Dark Level Offset
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